
Kickstarting Projects
Using AI (And Humans)
A BRIEF HANDBOOK OF AI-DRIVEN APPROACHES TO PROJECT INITIATION



Thanks for picking up this handbook. It was crafted with 
love from a live, interactive session we did in June 2023, 
where we explored how AI can help get projects kicked off 
right… and how it can go terribly wrong. 

As with all good emerging technologies, things change 
fast, and I don’t expect that all the information in this 
handbook will age well. But one thread of steel 
underpinned the entire conversation: AI tools are best 
used to drive human collaboration, not replace it. 

So if you’re reading this at a time where AI tools have long 
since evolved beyond their humble beginnings, hopefully 
you can treat this as an amusing historical record or 
cautionary tale to inform your current context. 

Warm regards,

Galen Low

Co-Founder of The Digital Project Manager
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The Setup



The Thing 
About Project 
Initiation

● It’s when we know the least

● There’s a lot of time-sensitive 
things to get done

● Starting off on the wrong foot 
can be hard to recover from



The Thing 
About AI

● We need to wrap our heads 
around it

● No one has 100% mastered it

● We’re all a little bit afraid of it



The Goal
To explore, test, and refine a few 
ideas for using AI-driven tools to 
enhance the way we start projects.

The Tools
● ChatGPT

● Miro AI

The Topics
● Project Briefing

● Project Kickoffs

● RACI Charts

● Risk Registers



AI Best Practices



A Few Best 
Practices

● DO NOT put sensitive information 
into tools like ChatGPT & Bard

● DO treat it like a conversation, 
not a single command.

● DO NOT be afraid to be specific. 

● DO a sense check! Don’t expect 
the results to be 100% accurate 
and ready-to-ship.



The Scenario



Let’s 
Pretend…

● You work for an agency

● You specialize in e-commerce 
websites

● It’s only a few months away from a 
big retail holiday



You’ve received the following 
email from a client.



Hey,

It's been a while but I thought I'd get in touch because we loved working with you guys last time 
around. Obviously, one of the recco's to come out of the strategy for growing astonbaby.com 
was doing some more PPC and we've finally got the green light to get going on it.

It's looking like we're going to be running a massive campaign in the run-up to Christmas for 
the Shaughnessy Shoe. It's basically going to be a month-long campaign until the 16th 
December which is our cut off date for shipping, so that'll definitely be the last day we can run 
the campaign.

We could drive the traffic straight to the product detail pages but we think we want something 
a bit more engaging because I don't think the product detail pages are that great - do you 
think???

The Client Email



The Client Email
Love to know what you think, but for us this is all about maxing out Black Friday and Cyber 
Monday driving sales and repeat purchase and we've got to get people to increase the number 
of items in the basket - so rather than just buying one pair of shoes they buy a couple of pairs 
or accessories or something else. And we need some solid tracking so we understand what's 
converting.

So I was thinking we could show a few different options and some really nice social content in 
there to keep it fresh, reviews maybe, and we'll need the mailing list signup really visible too. I've 
got to be totally honest, we've not sorted out a budget for this yet, we've actually got no idea 
how much this might cost to do? Thoughts?!

Let me know what you think? Can you just send us over some options by the end of the day?

Thank you!

p.s. Just a heads up, I'm off on vacation in the second week of October - off to Bali 
yippppppppeeee!

Rebecca



Creating A Project Brief

USE CASE 1



How Might We Use AI Tools To…

Help us clarify a convoluted 
client request and create an 
organized project brief for 
our team?



ChatGPT 
Exploration 

Hypothesis
ChatGPT won’t be able to produce a full brief, 
but it might help me come up with good 
questions to ask.

Approach
● Ask ChatGPT to create a brief based on 

the client email

● Ask it to come up with some clarifying 
questions

● Ask it to suggest measurable KPIs

● Ask it to suggest a team so I know who to 
brief

Project Briefing



Project Briefing: ChatGPT Exploration

The Prompt
I just received the email below from a client. Can you 
help me create a project brief for my team with 
details like the objectives, the timelines, the scope, the 
budget, and the risks?

The Results
When given the specifics, ChatGPT produced quite a 
good project brief! It parsed the details, and even 
flagged areas of risk and ambiguity.

See the full conversation here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-project-briefing 

https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-project-briefing


The Prompt
Thanks! What questions should I ask to clarify the 
project objectives and make them more measurable?

The Results
ChatGPT generated a lot of the questions that I would 
normally advise people to ask such as specific sales 
targets, expected increases, and engagement metrics. 
Some of them aren’t quite relevant and could be 
removed. And I’d add some about past campaign 
performance.

See the full conversation here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-project-briefing 

Project Briefing: ChatGPT Exploration

https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-project-briefing


The Prompt
Great! What are some other KPIs for e-commerce 
website projects that I can suggest to the client as a 
measure of campaign success?

The Results
ChatGPT proposed some good KPIs like Customer 
Lifetime Value and Return on Ad Spend that, at the very 
least, would prompt some interesting conversation with 
the client.

See the full conversation here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-project-briefing 

Project Briefing: ChatGPT Exploration

https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-project-briefing


The Prompt
What kind of team members will I need to execute a 
project like this? Can you give me a few examples 
based on typical teams in a digital agency?

The Results
This response blew me away. I may not have all these 
individuals on staff, but I like that it described each role 
so I could understand the responsibilities and start 
resourcing the project.

See the full conversation here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-project-briefing 

Project Briefing: ChatGPT Exploration

https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-project-briefing


Miro AI 
Exploration 

Hypothesis
Miro AI can create an outline for a project brief, 
suggest KPIs, and suggest team members in a 
format that can be used to foster collaboration.

Approach
● Ask Miro AI to suggest an outline for a 

project brief as a mindmap

● Ask Miro AI to suggest KPIs

● Ask Miro AI to suggest a team so I know 
who to brief

Project Briefing



Project Briefing: Miro AI Exploration

The Prompt (using MindMap)

Key Components of a Good Project Brief for an 
Ecommerce Website to Sell Baby Shoes

The Results

Miro AI produced a solid mindmap outline as a 
starting point for collaboration. We hadn’t fed it 
specifics, so the output is a bit generic, but it’s 
still a good foundation to discuss with the client 
and team.

See the full output here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-miro-ai-project-briefing2  

https://bit.ly/dpm-miro-ai-project-briefing2


Project Briefing: Miro AI Exploration

The Prompt (using Stickies)

What are some other KPIs for e-commerce website 
projects that I can suggest to the client as a 
measure of campaign success?

The Results
Again, we weren’t hyper-specific, but there are a lot 
of good KPIs here similar to those returned in our 
ChatGPT exploration. The benefit here is that it’s 
already in a context where collaborators can start 
discussing, adding, removing, prioritizing, etc.

See the full output here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-miro-ai-kpis2  

https://bit.ly/dpm-miro-ai-kpis2


Project Briefing: Miro AI Exploration
The Prompt (using Stickies)

What kind of team members will I need to 
execute an e-commerce website project?

The Results
The team shape suggested by Miro AI is quite a 
realistic recommendation for most digital 
agencies. For organizations with more 
specialized roles, they can be added in 
collaboratively when planning the project. Also, 
having the team as stickies is awesome for 
attaching it to other collaborative planning…

See the full output here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-miro-ai-resourcing2  

https://bit.ly/dpm-miro-ai-resourcing2


Planning A Kickoff Meeting

USE CASE 2



How Might We Use AI Tools To…

Help us organize and 
orchestrate a productive 
project kickoff meeting?



ChatGPT 
Exploration 

Hypothesis
ChatGPT might be faster at finding a good 
date/time for cross-timezone meetings and 
could perhaps suggest an agenda and other 
kickoff assets, but all will likely need tweaking.

Approach
● Give ChatGPT four timezones and ask it to 

suggest a viable meeting time

● Ask ChatGPT to create a meeting agenda 
for the kickoff

● Ask ChatGPT to create a vision statement 
for the project to get people inspired

Project Kickoff



Project Kickoff: ChatGPT Exploration

The Prompt
I'm planning a kickoff meeting for a PPC marketing 
campaign project. I'd like to involve my team and the 
client team, but they are distributed around the world. 
What is a good meeting time that will work for 
attendees in Amsterdam, New York, and Kelowna?

The Results
The commentary on the time zones was a nice surprise! 
Overall, I might still use TimeAndDate.com’s 
International Meeting Planner in terms of speed and 
tweakability, but the suggestions from ChatGPT were 
definitely helpful.

See the full conversation here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-kickoffs 

https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-kickoffs


The Prompt
Thanks! Could you help me create a 90-minute 
meeting agenda that covers introductions, project 
background, project goals, project scope, project 
timeline, the project budget, how we'll work together, 
and next steps?

The Results
I know I was quite specific in my prompt, but I was 
impressed with the additional details within each 
agenda item. I would feel comfortable vetting this and 
having one of my PMs lead the meeting using this as a 
guide.

See the full conversation here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-kickoffs 

Project Kickoff: ChatGPT Exploration

https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-kickoffs


For reference, here is what 
we’d normally suggest for a 
kickoff meeting agenda:





Project Kickoff: ChatGPT Exploration

The Prompt
Can you create an inspiring vision statement for my 
baby shoe ecommerce website redesign project in the 
style of a Quentin Tarantino movie? Our goals are to 
increase sales, increase repeat shopping visits, and 
increase the average basket size of each transaction. 
The brand is Aston Baby, and their mission is to create 
comfortable, high-quality footwear for kids that can be 
passed down 3 or more times.

The Results
Not quite a vision statement, but I think the results 
speak for themselves!

See the full conversation here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-kickoffs 

https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-kickoffs


Miro AI 
Exploration 

Hypothesis
Miro AI can give us a solid starting point to 
collaborate on a meeting agenda. It might 
even be able to help us get aligned on scope.

Approach
● Ask Miro AI to suggest an agenda for a 

kickoff meeting

● Ask Miro AI to generate initial user stories 
that can be ported into Jira

Project Kickoff



The Prompt (using Stickies)

What should I include in a project kickoff meeting 
agenda for an ecommerce website redesign project?

The Results
Miro AI generated some pretty handy topics that went 
above and beyond the standard kickoff template. The 
results may have been even better if we used a mind 
map, so that it’s not just an agenda but a working 
canvas as well!

See the full output here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-miro-ai-kickoff 

Project Kickoff: Miro AI Exploration

https://bit.ly/dpm-miro-ai-kickoff


The Prompt (using Stickies)

What are some typical features that might form the 
scope of an ecommerce website project?

The Results
Miro AI generated some pretty handy topics that 
went above and beyond the standard kickoff 
template. The results may have been even better if 
we used a mind map, so that it’s not just an agenda 
but a working canvas as well!

See the full output here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-miro-ai-user-stories 

Project Kickoff: ChatGPT Exploration

https://bit.ly/dpm-miro-ai-user-stories


Creating A RACI Chart

USE CASE 3



How Might We Use AI Tools To…

Help us define roles and 
responsibilities at the 
outset of our project?



ChatGPT 
Exploration 

Hypothesis
ChatGPT probably won’t be able to create a 
full-blown RACI chart, but it might be good at 
making suggestions for creating one.

Approach
● Ask ChatGPT to create a RACI chart for a 

typical website redesign project

● Ask ChatGPT to incorporate the names of 
real team members based on a list I 
provide

Project RACI



Project RACI: ChatGPT Exploration

The Prompt
Can you help me create a RACI chart showing what 
roles are responsible, accountable, consulted, and 
informed for common tasks in a typical website 
redesign project?

The Results
ChatGPT understood that what I was looking for was a 
table format, and it produced a pretty decent starting 
point for a RACI in terms of roles. I’d then add more 
detail to the tasks by discussion with my team. 
(Note: this output might have been better if I used the 
same conversation as the Project Briefing use case.)

See the full conversation here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-raci 

https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-raci


The Prompt
Thanks! Would you be able to update the RACI chart 
based on the team member names and roles below?

The Results
ChatGPT continued the conversation, catching the fact 
that I had forgotten to paste the names, and then 
accurately mapping them to the previous RACI output. I 
later tried copying and pasting this into Google Sheets, 
and it worked pretty well! The only thing I would ask it to 
change is that I prefer to have names as the column 
headers and then R-A-C-I (and A/R) as the values for 
each responsibility’s row.

See the full conversation here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-raci 

Project RACI: ChatGPT Exploration

https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-raci


Creating A Risk Register

USE CASE 4



How Might We Use AI Tools To…

Help us identify and start 
developing response 
strategies for project risks 
early on in our projects?



ChatGPT 
Exploration 

Hypothesis
ChatGPT can help us in the risk identification 
process early in a project by supplying some 
generic risks for this type of engagement.

Approach
● Ask ChatGPT to suggest some typical 

risks for an e-commerce website 
redesign project

● Ask ChatGPT to suggest some risks 
inherent in the digital agency business 
model that we should keep front-of-mind

Project Risks



Project Risks: ChatGPT Exploration

The Prompt
What are some common high-severity risks associated 
with delivering a fast-paced e-commerce website 
redesign project from a project management 
perspective?

The Results
No big surprises here in terms of generic risks, but I do 
appreciate the suggestions for mitigating the risks. I 
would expect that providing more detail would yield 
more specific results that could be entered into a risk 
register. But even still, these are good categories to 
begin a conversation with your stakeholders about risk.

See the full conversation here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-risks 

https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-risks


The Prompt
What are some common business risks for a digital 
agency when delivering a fast-paced e-commerce 
website redesign project for a client?

The Results
Like the previous results, this prompt delivered generic 
risk categories and risk response strategies. I did 
appreciate the call-out of client expectations, talent 
availability, and legal / compliance issues. All of those 
things should be front-of-mind in the agency world. 

See the full conversation here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-risks 

Project Risks: ChatGPT Exploration

https://bit.ly/dpm-chatgpt-risks


Conclusions



What We Learned
While it’s hard to draw any firm conclusions in a 60-minute session, here are the key takeaways from our 
session:

● It’s probably best if you can use an AI in the tool where your work will live so that you don’t need to 
copy and paste across tools.

● Tools like Miro AI can create visual canvases that allow team members to easily jump in and start 
collaborating.

● Tools like ChatGPT are good at advising and creating a starting point for an asset.

● Tools like Bing AI that have can be addressed verbally can be a great on-the-fly advisor when 
you’re out for a walk or driving to work.

● Instead of using separate conversations, it’s probably better to consolidate into one conversation 
that benefits from the previous information provided to the tool. 



About The DPM School



Get Confident 
Controlling 
Complex Projects
Practical Training To Take Your Project 

Management Skills To The Next Level



Today we covered some 
core principles for starting 
projects right



All of this and more is covered 
in our certificate program, 
Mastering Digital Project 
Management



What Is Mastering 
Digital Project 
Management?
In a nutshell, it’s a hyperdrive for transforming the way you 

lead projects in a digital context. Step through real-world 

scenarios, get hands-on practice, and discuss your approach 

with your instructors and peers. 

After this course, you’ll be more in control of your projects; you’ll be more confident in your planning; you’ll be more 

comfortable pivoting when things don’t go to plan; and you’ll stop scrambling to keep up.



Learn more here:
https://bit.ly/dpm-school-kickstart 

https://bit.ly/dpm-school-kickstart


If you’re interested in getting 
more involved in the DPM 
community or have any 
questions, please get in touch!

Galen Low

galen@thedigitalprojectmanager.com


